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Flexure Idealization
● Deleted epoxy holes (not 

structurally important)
● Replaced face on counterbored 

holes (not structurally 
important)

● Removed lips at top and 
bottom of flexure (not 
structurally important)

● Removed bottom 3 holes (only 
there to reduce mass)

● Trimmed sides of body leading 
up to top radius to make split 
body easier

● Kept fillets since they could 
impact movement and stress 
concentrations



Flexure FEM

● Split body and used 3D 
swept mesh for each split 
body since the flexure is a 
complex shape and would 
not be represented well by a 
2D mesh.



Enclosure Idealization
● Removed all fillets on walls of object in 

order to midsurface
● Removed protruding cylinder in body 

(not structurally important)
● Made top of enclosure (with holes for 

connection) flesh with walls for better 
mesh and since overhang was not 
structurally important.

● Made all four walls even and flesh to 
each other for mid surfacing.

● Removed holes on bottom of enclosure 
(not structurally important)



Enclosure FEM ● Mid surfaced walls of 
enclosure and made 2D mesh 
since simple rectangular 
geometry

● Did tetrahedral mesh of 
connection points for flexure 
due to complex and 
unsymmetrical geometry.

● Did 3D swept mesh since 
complex geometry that would 
not be represented well in 
2D.



AFT Plate Idealization ● Made top of AFT Plate flat and 
removed center hole in order to 
more easily mesh since the 
circular ring did not seem 
structurally essential for this 
assembly

● Made bottom of AFT Plate  (with 
holes for connection) flesh with 
walls for better mesh and since 
overhang was not structurally 
important.

● Removed small holes in 3D 
geometry since did not seem 
structurally important.



AFT Plate FEM
● Mid surfaced walls of AFT Plate 

and made 2D mesh since 
simple rectangular geometry

● Did 3D swept mesh of the rest 
of the body since complex 
geometry that would not be 
represented well in 2D.

 



Constraints and Bolted Connections
● Used fixed constraints for 

bottom of flexures
● Used bolted connections (nut 

and bolt) to connect AFT Plate 
to enclosure.

● To connect flexure to enclosure: 
created spider connections 
(face to midpoint) in holes of 
flexure and enclosure and  
connected those through node 
to node connection.



Solution Parameters
● Bailout = 0



Simulation Objects
● Glued 2D mesh of AFT plate 

to 3D swept mesh (face to 
face gluing using WELD 
conditions)

● Glued 2D mesh of 
enclosure to 3D swept 
mesh (face to face gluing 
using WELD conditions)



Simulation Objects
● Glued tetrahedral mesh to 2D 

walls of enclosure (face to 
face gluing using WELD 
conditions)

● Added non-structural mass to 
FEM: the difference between 
FEM mass and original 
assembly mass (approx 
.14kg)



Modal Results

Primary modes 
highlighted (largest 
fractions)



Modal Shape

Modal shape of a primary 
mode (mode 1).


